condo trends

by D v i r a

Vintage tones
Dvira Ovadia (dvira.com)

and striking
white and
black accents
bring us into Fall
Got limited space in your hall
closet, a pretty coat rack at
your entry not only makes
a statement but also helps
create some breathing room
while keeping things tidy.
crateandbarrel.ca
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t’s Fall again, and as we hang on to summer we also
search for warmer inspirations to channel us through
the beginning of a long chilly season. Vintage and
repurposed is all the hype nowadays, the feeling of
bringing back some of those items that are reminiscent
of our passed generations. Look for warm vintage tones
to keep you warm this Fall. Striking accents of black and
white are also hip, stylish and take us back to retro and
glamour-chic looks. cL
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Freshen up your bed for
fall with a vintage
inspired set of pearl
embroidered sheets. The
two rows of satin stitched
dots devote a subtle hint
of color with an antique,
homey and classic twist.
Test this look in a master
suite, a guestroom or
even your cottage.
potterybarn.ca

condolife

Natural wood tables are now seen just about everywhere, from traditional to modern
shops. Whatever your look is, the raw wood table makes a striking statement!
From rustic crafted white oak tops to slabs made from Suar wood imported from
Indonesia, the options are endless and the looks are rich and worldly.
crateandbarrel.ca

Keeping with the vintage glamour theme,
nothing says inspired by ‘Paris’ like simple
silhouettes. Use them as throw pillows in the
bedroom or living room. You can even stick
a couple of inexpensive silhouette decals to
create dramatic wall art!
lepapierstudio.com

Benjamin Moore’s Green Tint 2139-60, is ever-sosoft and soothing, while still allowing you to keep
furnishings and surroundings fresh and neutral.
Try this shade in a bedroom or bathroom.
benjaminmoore.ca
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